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A digraph without loops, multiple arcs and directed cycles of length two is called a local
tournament if the set of in-neighbors as well as the set of out-neighbors of every vertex
induces a tournament. A vertex of a strongly connected digraph is called a non-separating
vertex if its removal preserves the strong connectivity of the digraph in question.
In 1990, Bang-Jensen showed that a strongly connected local tournament does not
have any non-separating vertices if and only if it is a directed cycle. Guo and Volkmann
extended this result in 1994. They determined the strongly connected local tournament
with exactly one non-separating vertex. In the first part of this paper we characterize the
class of strongly connected local tournaments with exactly two non-separating vertices.
In the second part of the paper we consider the following problem: Given a strongly
connected local tournament D of order n with at least n+ 2 arcs and an integer 3 ≤ r ≤ n.
How many directed cycles of length r exist in D? For tournaments this problem was treated
by Moon in 1966 and Las Vergnas in 1975. A reformulation of the results of the first part
shows that we have characterized the class of strongly connected local tournaments with
exactly two directed cycles of length n−1. Among other things we show that D has at least
n − r + 1 directed cycles of length r for 4 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 unless it has a special structure.
Moreover, we characterize the class of local tournaments with exactly n − r + 1 directed
cycles of length r for 4 ≤ r ≤ n− 1 which generalizes a result of Las Vergnas.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Terminology and introduction
All digraphs mentioned here are finite without loops, multiple arcs and directed cycles of length two. For a digraph D,
we denote by V(D) and E(D) the vertex set and arc set of D, respectively. The number |V(D)| is the order of the digraph D. The
subdigraph induced by a subset A of V(D) is denoted by D[A].
Let D be a digraph with V(D) = {v1, v2, . . . , vr} and let H1,H2, . . . .Hr be a collection of digraphs. Then D[H1,H2, . . . ,Hr]
is the new digraph obtained from D by replacing each vertex vi of D with Hi and adding the arcs from every vertex of Hi to
every vertex of Hj if vivj is an arc of D for all i and j satisfying 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
If xy ∈ E(D), then y is a positive neighbor or out-neighbor of x and x is a negative neighbor or in-neighbor of y, and we also say
that x dominates y and that y is dominated by x, denoted by x→ y. More generally, if A and B are two disjoint subdigraphs of a
digraph D such that every vertex of A dominates every vertex of B, then we say that A dominates B and that B is dominated by A,
denoted by A→ B. Furthermore, A  B denotes the fact that there is no arc leading from B to A and at least one arc is leading
from A to B. In this case we also say that A weakly dominates B. The outset N+(x) of a vertex x is the set of positive neighbors of
x. More generally, for arbitrary subdigraphs A and B of D, the outset N+(A, B) is the set of vertices in B to which there is an arc
from a vertex in A. The insets N−(x) and N−(A, B) are defined analogously. The numbers d+(x) = ∣∣N+(x)∣∣ and d−(x) = ∣∣N−(x)∣∣
are called outdegree and indegree of x, respectively. The minimum outdegree δ+(D) and the minimum indegree δ−(D) of D are
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Fig. 1. The local tournament with exactly one non-separating vertex.
given by min
{
d+(x)|x ∈ V(D)} and min {d−(x)|x ∈ V(D)}, respectively. Furthermore, let δ(D) denote the minimum of δ+(D)
and δ−(D).
Throughout this paper, directed cycles and paths are simply called cycles and paths. The length of a cycle C or a path P is
the number of arcs included in C or P. Let C = x1x2 . . . xkx1 be a cycle of length k. Then C[xi, xj], where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, denotes the
subpath xixi+1 . . . xj of C with initial vertex xi and terminal vertex xj. Furthermore, if x is a vertex of C, then x+ = x+C denotes its
successor on C and x− = x−C denotes its predecessor on C. Notations for paths are defined analogously.
A digraph D is vertex k-pancyclic if every vertex belongs to a cycle of length ` for ` = k, k+ 1, . . . , |V(D)|. If k = 3, we call
D vertex pancyclic.
A digraph D is said to be strongly connected or just strong, if for every pair x, y of vertices of D, there is a path from x to y.
An n-tournament is an orientation of a complete undirected graph of order n. A local tournament is a digraph where the
inset as well as the outset of every vertex induces a tournament.
Throughout this paper all subscripts are taken modulo the corresponding number.
In 1966, Moon [10] proved that in a strongly connected tournament every vertex belongs to cycles of arbitrary length.
Theorem 1.1 (Moon [10] 1966). A tournament T is strong if and only if T is vertex pancyclic.
From Moon’s result it follows immediately that a strongly connected tournament T of order greater or equal four contains
at least two non-separating vertices. This was formulated and proved by Korvin [6] in 1967.
Corollary 1.2 (Korvin [6] 1967). If T is a strong tournament with |V(T)| ≥ 4, then T contains at least two non-separating vertices.
In 1975, Las Vergnas [8] determined all strongly connected tournaments with exactly two non-separating vertices.
Theorem 1.3 (Las Vergnas [8] 1975). A strong tournament T on n vertices has at least three non-separating vertices, unless T is
isomorphic to Qn, where Qn is the tournament of order n consisting of a path x1x2 . . . xn and all arcs xixj for i > j+ 1.
In 1990, Bang-Jensen [1] proved that every strongly connected locally semicomplete digraph that is not a cycle has at
least one non-separating vertex.
Theorem 1.4 (Bang-Jensen [1] 1990). Let D be a strongly connected local tournament that is not a cycle. Then D has a non-
separating vertex.
Four years later Guo and Volkmann [5] showed that every strongly connected locally semicomplete digraph on n ≥ 4
vertices has at least two non-separating vertices if it has at least n + 2 arcs and determined the digraph in Fig. 1 to be the
only locally semicomplete digraph with exactly one non-separating vertex.
Theorem 1.5 (Guo & Volkmann [5] 1994). Let D be a strongly connected local tournament.
(a) If D has at least |V(D)| + 2 arcs, then D has at least two non-separating vertices;
(b) The digraph D has exactly one non-separating vertex if and only if D is isomorphic to the digraph depicted in Fig. 1;
(c) Every vertex of D is a separating vertex if and only if D is a cycle.
In 2006, Kotani [7] investigated how many non-separating vertices a tournament with minimum degree greater or equal
two has at the least. Inspired by this article, Meierling and Volkmann [9] generalized her results in considering the class of
local tournaments.
Theorem 1.6 (Meierling & Volkmann [9] 2007). Let D be a strong local tournament and let p ≥ 2 be an integer. If δ(D) ≥ p, then
D has at least k = min {|V(D)|, 4p− 2} vertices x1, x2, . . . , xk such that D− xi is strong for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
In Section 3 we characterize all strongly connected local tournaments with exactly two non-separating vertices.
In Section 4 we further investigate the following problem.
Problem 1.7. Given a strong local tournament D on n vertices and an integer r with 3 ≤ r ≤ n. How many cycles of length r
exist in D?
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In this context Moon [10] proved the following result for tournaments in 1966.
Theorem 1.8 (Moon [10] 1966). Let T be a strong tournament on n vertices and let r be an integer such that 3 ≤ r ≤ n. Then T
has at least n− r + 1 cycles of length r for every 3 ≤ r ≤ n.
In 1975, Las Vergnas [8] characterized all strongly connected tournaments with a minimal number of cycles of a given
length 4 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
Theorem 1.9 (Las Vergnas [8] 1975). Let T be a strong tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices. Then T has at least n− r+2 cycles of length
r for every 4 ≤ r ≤ n− 1 unless T is isomorphic to Qn (cf. Theorem 1.3).
The class of strongly connected tournaments with exactly one Hamiltonian cycle was characterized by Douglas [4] in
1970, and the class of strongly connected tournaments with exactly n−2 cycles of length three was characterized by Burzio
and Demaria [3] in 1990.
Bang-Jensen, Guo, Gutin and Volkmann [2] investigated which local tournaments are vertex pancyclic. In order to state
their result we need the following definitions.
Definition 1.10. A digraph on n vertices is called a round digraph if its vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn can be labelled such that
N+(vi) = {vi+1, vi+2, . . . , vi+d+(vi)} and N−(vi) = {vi−1, vi−2, . . . , vi−d−(vi)} for every i, where subscripts are taken modulo n.
We refer to v1, v2, . . . , vn as a round labeling of D.
Definition 1.11. A local tournament D is round-decomposable if there exists a round local tournament R on r ≥ 2 vertices
and strong local subtournaments H1,H2, . . . ,Hr of D such that D = R[H1,H2, . . . ,Hr]. We call R[H1,H2, . . . ,Hr] a round
decomposition of D.
Definition 1.12. Let D be a strongly connected local tournament. The quasi-girth g(D) of D is defined as follows: If D is round-
decomposable and it has the round decomposition D = R[H1,H2, . . . ,Hr], then g(D) is the length of a shortest cycle in R; if D
is not round-decomposable, then g(D) = 3.
We are now able to present Bang-Jensen, Guo, Gutin and Volkmann’s result.
Theorem 1.13 (Bang-Jensen, Guo, Gutin & Volkmann [2]1997). Let D be a strongly connected local tournament on n ≥ 4 vertices
that is not a cycle.
(a) If D is round-decomposable, then D is vertex (g(D)+ 1)-pancyclic;
(b) If D is not round-decomposable, then D is vertex pancyclic.
In Section 4 we investigate Problem 1.7 and transfer Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 to the class of local tournaments.
2. Preliminary results
Theorem 2.1 (Bang-Jensen [1] 1990). A local tournament is strong if and only if it has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Lemma 2.2 (Bang-Jensen [1] 1990). Let D be a local tournament containing a cycle C = u1u2 . . . uku1. If there exists a vertex
v ∈ V(D) − V(C) such that N+(v, C) 6= ∅ (or N−(C, v) 6= ∅), then either v→ C (C → v, respectively) or ui → v→ ui+1 for some
integer 1 ≤ i ≤ k, i.e. there exists a cycle C′ in D such that V(C′) = V(C) ∪ {v}.
Theorem 2.3 (Bang-Jensen [1] 1990). Let D be a connected local tournament.
(a) If A and B are two strong components of D, then either there is no arc between them or A dominates B or B dominates A;
(b) If A and B are two strong components of D such that A dominates B, then D[A] and D[B] are tournaments;
(c) The strong components of D can be ordered in a unique way D1,D2, . . . ,Dp, where p ≥ 1, such that there are no arcs from Dj
to Di for j > i, and Di dominates Di+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , p− 1.
According to the above theorem we give the following definition.
Definition 2.4. Let D be a connected local tournament. Then the unique sequence D1,D2, . . . ,Dp as defined in Theorem 2.3 is
called the strong decomposition ofD. Furthermore, we callD1 the initial strong component andDp the terminal strong component
of D.
From the fact that every connected non-strong local tournament has a unique strong decomposition, Guo and
Volkmann [5] found a further useful decomposition, which is formulated in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.5 (Guo & Volkmann [5] 1994). Let D be a connected local tournament that is not strong. Then D can be decomposed
in r ≥ 2 subdigraphs D′1, D′2, . . . ,D′r such that every D′i is a tournament and the following holds.
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Fig. 2. Local tournaments Cjn with exactly two non-separating vertices.
(a) D′1 is the terminal component of D and D′i consists of some strong components of D for i ≥ 2;
(b) D′i+1 dominates the initial strong component of D′i and there exists no arc from D′i to D′i+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1;
(c) If r ≥ 3, then there is no arc between D′i and D′j for i and j satisfying |j− i| ≥ 2.
According to Theorem 2.5, we give the following definition.
Definition 2.6. Let D be a connected local tournament that is not strong. Then the unique sequence D′1,D′2, . . . ,D′r as defined
in Theorem 2.5 is called the semicomplete decomposition of D.
Now we give a characterization of strongly connected local tournaments that are neither tournaments nor round-
decomposable.
Theorem 2.7 (Bang-Jensen, Guo, Gutin & Volkmann [2] 1997). Let D be a connected local tournament which is not a tournament.
Then D is not round-decomposable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) There is a minimal separating set S of D such that D−S is not a tournament and for each such S the digraph D[S] is a tournament
and the semicomplete decomposition of D− S has exactly three components D′1, D′2 and D′3;
(b) There are integers α, β, µ and ν with λ ≤ α ≤ β ≤ p− 1 and p+ 1 ≤ µ ≤ ν ≤ p+ q such that
N−(Dα,Dµ) 6= ∅ and N+(Dα,Dν) 6= ∅
or N−(Dµ,Dα) 6= ∅ and N+(Dµ,Dβ) 6= ∅,
where D1,D2, . . . ,Dp and Dp+1,Dp+2, . . . ,Dp+q are the unique strong decompositions of D− S and D[S], respectively, and Dλ
is the initial component of D′2.
3. The number of non-separating vertices in local tournaments with low degree
In [9], Meierling and Volkmann considered the following problem: how many non-separating vertices does a strongly
connected local tournament have at the least if the minimum degree δ is greater or equal than p ≥ 2? They showed that
the answer is k = min {|V(T)|, 4p− 2} (cf. Theorem 1.6). In this section we discuss the same question for strongly connected
local tournaments with no restrictions on the minimum degree. We characterize all strongly connected local tournaments
that have exactly two non-separating vertices thereby generalizing Theorem 1.3 for local tournaments. First we would like
to remark the following
Remark 3.1. The tournament Qn has only two non-separating vertices, the vertices x1 and xn. So every local tournament D
on n vertices that is a subdigraph of Qn has at most two non-separating vertices.
3.1. The exceptional cases
Recall that a strongly connected local tournament has no non-separating vertex if and only if it is a cycle and exactly
one non-separating vertex if and only if it is isomorphic to the digraph depicted in Fig. 1. Therefore we concentrate on
strongly connected local tournaments D that have at least |V(D)| + 2 arcs. In this subsection we present two classes of local
tournaments that have exactly two non-separating vertices (cf. Fig. 2).
Definition 3.2. Let C = x1x2 . . . xnx1 be a cycle on n vertices. Let
(a) Cjn be the strong local tournament that consists of the cycle C and the additional arcs x1x3 and xjxj+2, where j ∈{2, 3, . . . , n};
(b) C1n be the strong local tournament that consists of the cycle C and the additional arcs x1x3, x1x4 and x2x4.
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Fig. 3. The local tournament Q∗5 with exactly two non-separating vertices.
It is easy to see that the only non-separating vertices of Cjn (for j = 2, 3, . . . , n) are x2 and xj+1 and the only non-separating
vertices of C1n are x2 and x3.
In the next example we present a local tournament that is not a tournament and has exactly two non-separating vertices,
but is not isomorphic to Cjn for j = 1, 2, . . . , n (cf. Fig. 3). It is a subdigraph of the tournament Q5.
Definition 3.3. Let Q∗5 be the local tournament Q5 − x4x2, where Q5 is defined as in Theorem 1.3.
Since Q∗5 is a subdigraph of Q5, the vertices x1 and x5 are the only non-separating vertices of Q∗5 (cf. Remark 3.1).
3.2. Local tournaments with exactly two non-separating vertices
In this subsection we characterize all local tournaments that have exactly two non-separating vertices to be the
exceptional cases of Section 3.1.
Theorem 3.4. Let D be a strong local tournament on n vertices with at least n + 2 arcs. Then D has exactly two non-separating
vertices if and only if D is isomorphic to Q∗5 , Qn or Cjn for an integer 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Proof. It is easy to check that the local tournaments Qn, Q∗5 and Cjn for j = 1, 2, . . . , n have only two non-separating vertices.
So let D be a strong local tournament on n vertices with at least n+ 2 arcs that is neither isomorphic to Qn nor to Q∗5 nor
to Cjn for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. We shall show by induction on n that D has at least three non-separating vertices. Note that n ≥ 4,
since D has at least n+ 2 arcs.
Induction basis. The only strong local tournament on n = 4 vertices is isomorphic to Q4. So the proposition is valid for n = 4.
Inductive step. Let n ≥ 5 be an integer. Let D be a strong local tournament on n vertices with at least n+ 2 arcs that is neither
isomorphic to Qn nor to Q∗5 nor to Cjn for j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Observe that D has at least n+ 3 arcs, since D is not isomorphic to Cjn
for j = 2, 3, . . . , n. In addition, since D is not isomorphic to C1n , it follows that D has at least three vertices with out-degree at
least two.
If D is 2-connected, the local tournament D does not have any separating vertices. So assume that D has a separating
vertex s and let D1,D2, . . . ,Dp be the strong decomposition of D − s, where p ≥ 2 (see Definition 2.4). Note that, according
to Theorem 2.3, the vertex s has an out-neighbor in D1 and an in-neighbor in Dp. By Lemma 2.2, it follows that either s→ D1
or that s has positive as well as negative neighbors in D1. Analogously, either Dp → s or s has negative as well as positive
neighbors in Dp. We distinguish the following cases.
Case 1: Suppose that Dp → s→ D1.
If D − s has a strong component Di with at least three vertices, we conclude that D − v is strong for every vertex v of Di.
Hence D has at least three non-separating vertices.
So assume that every strong component of D−s consists of exactly one vertex. Let V(Di) = {xi} for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p = n−1}.
If d+(xi) ≥ 2 for an index i < n− 1, we conclude by Theorem 2.3 that xi → xi+2 (or xn−2 → s if i = n− 2). Hence D− xi+1 is
strong. SinceD has at least three vertices with out-degree at least two, we obtain that at least two vertices of {x2, x3, . . . , xn−1}
are non-separating vertices of D. Now we consider the vertex s.
If d+(s) = 1, there exist three vertices xi, xj, xk with out-degree at least two. Due to our observations above, xi+1, xj+1 and
xk+1 are non-separating vertices of D.
So assume that d+(s) ≥ 2. Then either s→ x2 or there exists an index 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 3 such that xi → s→ xi+1. In the first
case D− x1 is strong and we are done. In the second case we distinguish the cases n = 5 and n ≥ 6.
If n = 5, we conclude that i = 2 and the local tournament D is either isomorphic to Q5 or to Q∗5 , a contradiction.
So assume that n ≥ 6. If i = 2, we conclude that x1 → x3 and that x2 → {x4, x5, . . . , xn−1}. The latter implies particularly
that x3 → x5 and thus, x2, x3 and x4 are non-separating vertices of D. So assume that i ≥ 3. In this case x1 → {x3, x4, . . . , xi+1}
and xi → {xi+2, xi+3, . . . , xn−1}. The former implies particularly that x2 → x4 and therefore x2, x3 and xi+1 are non-separating
vertices of D. This completes the proof of Case 1.
Case 2: Suppose that s 6→ D1 or Dp 6→ s. So s has in-neighbors in D1 and Dp or out-neighbors in D1 and Dp. It follows by
Theorem 2.3 that Di → Dj for all indices i < j. Hence D− v is strong for every vertex v in Di with 2 ≤ i ≤ p− 1.
If |V(D1)| ≥ 3, let C1 be a Hamiltonian cycle of D1 and let x+1 be an out-neighbor of s in D1. Then C1[x+1 , x−1 ] is a Hamiltonian
path of D1−x1 and, since D1 → D2, it is easy to see that D−x1 is strong. It follows that the number of non-separating vertices
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of D in D1 is at least |N+(s,D1)|. Analogously we can show that if |V(Dp)| ≥ 3, the number of non-separating vertices of D in
Dp is at least |N−(s,Dp)|.
If |V(D1)| ≥ 3 and x 6= y are two vertices of D1 such that x is an out-neighbor of s and D1 − y is strong, the vertex y is a
non-separating vertex of D. Analogously if |V(Dp)| ≥ 3 and v 6= w are two vertices of Dp such that v is an in-neighbor of s and
Dp − w is strong, the vertex w is a non-separating vertex of D.
Since s 6→ D1 or Dp 6→ s, we may assume, without loss of generality, that |V(D1)| ≥ 3. Recall that there is at least one
non-separating vertex of D in D1 and that every vertex v in Di with 2 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 is a non-separating vertex. So we assume
that p ≤ 3 and ∑p−1i=2 |V(Di)| ≤ 1. It remains to consider the cases p = 3 and |V(D2)| = |V(D3)| = 1 (Subcase 2.1), p = 2 and|V(D2)| ≥ 3 (Subcase 2.2) and p = 2 and |V(D2)| = 1 (Subcase 2.3).
Subcase 2.1: Suppose that p = 3 and |V(D2)| = |V(D3)| = 1. Let V(D2) = {v} and V(D3) = {w}. Observe that D − v is strong,
since D1 → w.
Hence, if |N+(s,D1)| ≥ 2, two vertices of D1 and v are non-separating vertices of D. So assume that N+(s,D1) = {u}.
If v→ s, the vertices v, w and at least one vertex of D1 are non-separating vertices of D. Hence s→ v. Since D1 → D2 and
s→ v, it follows that (D1 − u)→ s.
If |V(D1)| = 3, it is easy to check that D is isomorphic to Q6, a contradiction. Therefore |V(D1)| ≥ 4.
Note that D1 is a strong subtournament of D on at least four vertices. By Corollary 1.2, the component D1 has at least two
non-separating vertices x and y. If u 6∈ {x, y}, the vertices x, y and v are non-separating vertices of D. So assume that D1 has
exactly two non-separating vertices and u is one of them.
Let u1u2 . . . un−3u1 be a Hamiltonian cycle of D1. By the induction hypothesis, we conclude that D1 is isomorphic to Qn−3
and u ∈ {u1, un−3}. If u = un−3, the vertices u1, un−4 and v are non-separating vertices of D. Hence u = u1. But then D is
isomorphic to Qn as defined in Theorem 1.3 with v = x1, w = x2, s = x3 and xi+3 = ui for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 3, a contradiction.
Subcase 2.2: Suppose that p = 2 and |V(D2)| ≥ 3. If |N+(s,D1)| ≥ 2 (or |N−(s,D2)| ≥ 2), two vertices of D1 (of D2)
and a vertex of D2 (of D1) are non-separating vertices of D. So assume that N+(s,D1) = {u} and N−(s,D2) = {v}. Since
N+(s,D2) 6= ∅ 6= N−(s,D1), it follows that (D1 − u) → s → (D2 − v). Let u1u2 . . . uru1 be a Hamiltonian cycle of D1 and let
v1v2 . . . vtv1 be a Hamiltonian cycle of D2.
If r = 3, note that D1 is isomorphic to Q3. We may assume, without loss of generality, that {u2, u3} → s→ u1. Analogously,
if t = 3, the component D2 is isomorphic to Q3 and we may assume, without loss of generality, that v3 → s→ {v1, v2}.
Assume that r ≥ 4. Then the component D1 has at least two non-separating vertices {x, y} by Corollary 1.2. If u 6∈ {x, y},
the vertices x, y and a vertex of D2 are non-separating vertices of D. Hence D1 has exactly two non-separating vertices and u
is one of them. By the induction hypothesis we conclude that D1 is isomorphic to Qr and y ∈ {u1, ur}. If u = ur , the vertices
u1, ur−1 and a vertex of D2 are non-separating vertices of D. Therefore u = u1. Analogously, if t ≥ 4, the component D2 is
isomorphic to Qt with vertices v1, v2, . . . , vt and v = vt .
But then D is isomorphic to Qn as defined in Theorem 1.3 with xi = vi for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, xi+1 = s and xi+2 = ui for
i = 1, 2, . . . , r; a contradiction.
Subcase 2.3: Suppose that p = 2 and |V(D2)| = 1. Then the single vertex v of D2 is a non-separating vertex of D.
If |N+(s,D1)| ≥ 2, two vertices of D1 and v are non-separating vertices of D. So assume that N+(s,D1) = {u}. It follows that
(D1 − u)  s. Let u1u2 . . . un−2u1 be a Hamiltonian cycle of D1.
If |V(D1)| = 3, note that D1 is isomorphic to Q3. Moreover, n = 5 and we may assume, without loss of generality, that
u3 → u1. If {u2, u3} → s → u1, the local tournament D is isomorphic to Q5 and if u2 and s are not adjacent, the local
tournament D is isomorphic to Q∗5 , both cases contradict our assumption.
So assume that |V(D1)| ≥ 4. In view of Corollary 1.2, the component D1 has at least two non-separating vertices x, y. If
u 6∈ {x, y}, the vertices x, y and v are non-separating vertices of D. Hence D1 has exactly two non-separating vertices and
u is one of them. By the induction hypothesis we conclude that D1 is isomorphic to Qn−2 and u ∈ {u1, un−2}. If u = un−2,
the vertices u1, un−3 and v are non-separating vertices of D. Therefore u = u1. It follows that (D1 − u) → s. But then D is
isomorphic to Qn as defined in Theorem 1.3 with z = x1, s = x2 and xi+2 = yi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, a contradiction. This
completes the proof of this theorem. 
In view of Theorem 1.5, Theorem 1.3 is an immediate corollary of the above theorem.
4. The number of cycles in local tournaments
In Section 3 we investigated the number of non-separating vertices of strongly connected local tournaments and
characterized all strongly connected local tournaments on n vertices with at least n + 2 arcs that have exactly two such
vertices. In other words we characterized all strongly connected local tournaments on n vertices with at least n+2 arcs that
have exactly two cycles of length n− 1. We reformulate Theorem 3.4 in these terms.
Theorem 4.1. Let D be a strong local tournament on n vertices with at least n + 2 arcs. Then D has exactly two cycles of length
n− 1 if and only if D is isomorphic to Qn, Q∗5 or Cjn for an integer 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
In this section we investigate Problem 1.7 and transfer Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 to the class of local tournaments.
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4.1. Observations on the structure of local tournaments that are not round-decomposable
By refining the proof of Theorem 2.7 we can show that a strongly connected local tournament that is not a tournament
has the following structure.
Theorem 4.2. Let D be a strong local tournament which is not a tournament and not round-decomposable. Let S be a minimal
separating set of D that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.7. Then one of the following possibilities holds.
(a) There is a vertex s ∈ S and vertices x1, x2 ∈ V(D′2) with x1 → s → x2 and D has a Hamiltonian cycle C such that x1 is the
predecessor of x2 on C;
(b) There is a vertex x ∈ V(D′2) and vertices s1, s2 ∈ S with s1 → x → s2 and D has a Hamiltonian cycle C such that s1 is the
predecessor of s2 on C.
Proof. Let S be a minimal separating set of D such that D−S is not a tournament, D[S] is a tournament and the semicomplete
decomposition of D − S has exactly three components D′1, D′2 and D′3. Let α, β, µ and ν be integers with λ ≤ α ≤ β ≤ p − 1
and p+ 1 ≤ µ ≤ ν ≤ p+ q such that
N−(Dα,Dµ) 6= ∅ and N+(Dα,Dν) 6= ∅
or N−(Dµ,Dα) 6= ∅ and N+(Dµ,Dβ) 6= ∅,
where D1,D2, . . . ,Dp and Dp+1,Dp+2, . . . ,Dp+q are the strong decompositions of D − S and D[S], respectively, and Dλ is the
initial component of D′2. By symmetry we may assume, without loss of generality, that N−(Dα,Dµ) 6= ∅ and N+(Dα,Dν) 6= ∅.
Let µ and ν be chosen such that ν − µ is minimal. Furthermore, let s1 ∈ V(Dµ), s2 ∈ V(Dν) and {x1, x2} ⊆ V(Dα) be vertices
of D such that s1 → x1 and x2 → s2 (it is possible that s1 = s2 or x1 = x2).
If s1 6→ Dα (Dα 6→ s2), there exists a vertex x ∈ V(Dα) such that x→ s1 → x+ (x→ s2 → x+), i.e. (a) holds. So assume that
s1 → Dα → s2.
If Dα 6→ Dν, there exists a vertex x ∈ V(Dα) and a vertex s ∈ V(Dν) such that s → x → s+, i.e. (b) holds. So assume that
Dα → Dν.
Analogously, if Dµ 6→ Dα, there exists a vertex x ∈ V(Dα) and a vertex s ∈ V(Dµ) such that x→ s→ x+, i.e. (a) holds. So
assume that Dµ → Dα.
If µ+ 1 = ν, note that s1 → xi → s2 for i = 1, 2, i.e. (b) holds. So assume that µ+ 1 < ν. But then N−(Dµ+1,Dα) 6= ∅ or
N+(Dµ+1,Dα) 6= ∅, both contradictions to the choice of µ and ν. 
Using the structure obtained in Theorem 4.2, we can show the following lemma which is a preparatory result for
Theorem 4.5.
Lemma 4.3. Let D be a strong local tournament on n vertices which is not a tournament. If D is not round-decomposable, then
D has n − 5 distinct vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn−5 such that for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 5 the digraph D − vi is a strong, not round-
decomposable local tournament which is not a tournament.
Proof. Let S be a minimal separating set of D that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.7. By Theorem 4.2, there exist integers
α, β, µ and νwith λ ≤ α ≤ β ≤ p− 1 and p+ 1 ≤ µ ≤ ν ≤ p+ q such that either
(a) there is a vertex s ∈ S and vertices x1, x2 ∈ V(D′2) with x1 → s→ x2 and D has a Hamiltonian cycle C such that x1 is the
predecessor of x2 on C or
(b) there is a vertex x ∈ V(D′2) and vertices s1, s2 ∈ S with s1 → x → s2 and D has a Hamiltonian cycle C such that s1 is the
predecessor of s2 on C,
where D1,D2, . . . ,Dp and Dp+1,Dp+2, . . . ,Dp+q are the unique strong decompositions of D− S and D[S], respectively, and Dλ
is the initial component of D′2. By symmetry we may assume, without loss of generality, that (a) holds.
In this case for every vertex v ∈ (V(D′2) ∪ S) − {s, x1, x2} the digraph D − v is a strong local tournament which is not a
tournament and not round-decomposable. In addition, if |V(D′j)| ≥ 3 for an index j ∈ {1, 3}, then for every vertex v ∈ V(D′j),
the digraph D− v is a strong local tournament which is not a tournament and not round-decomposable. 
4.2. A generalization of Las Vergnas’ Theorem
In this subsection we transfer Theorem 1.8 to the class of local tournaments. Firstly we consider strongly connected local
tournaments that are not round-decomposable. The next example shows that Theorem 1.8 cannot be transferred directly
to the class of local tournaments (cf. Fig. 4).
Example 4.4. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer and let D be the local tournament with vertex set
V = {s} ∪ {xi | i = 1, 2, . . . , k} ∪ {y1, y2} ∪ {z}
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Fig. 4. A class of local tournaments with n− 3 cycles of length three.
and arc set
E = {xixj | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k} ∪ {y1y2} ∪ {sxi | i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
∪ {xiyj | i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j = 1, 2} ∪ {yiz | i = 1, 2}
∪ {zs} ∪ {y1s} ∪ {sy2}.
Then |V| = k+ 4 and the number of cycles of length 3 in D is k+ 1 = |V| − 3.
However we can show the following result. Note that every strongly connected (local) tournament on less than five
vertices is round-decomposable.
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a strong local tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices that is not round-decomposable. Then D has at least n− r+1
cycles of length r for every 4 ≤ r ≤ n.
Proof. We shall prove the proposition by induction on n.
Induction basis. Let n = 5. Since D is strong, it has a Hamiltonian cycle by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, since D is not round-
decomposable, it has at least n+ 2 arcs. Then D has at least two cycles of length four by Theorem 1.5.
Inductive step. Let n ≥ 6. If D is not a tournament, it has a vertex x such that D − x is a strong local tournament that is not
round-decomposable by Lemma 4.3. If D is a tournament, it has a non-separating vertex x by Theorem 1.8. By the induction
hypothesis, the digraph D−x has at least (n−1)−r+1 cycles of length r. Since D is either a tournament or a local tournament
that is not round-decomposable and not a tournament, it is vertex pancyclic by Theorem 1.8 or Theorem 1.13. It follows that
there is a cycle of length r through x in D. Therefore D has at least n− r + 1 cycles of length r. 
We now consider round-decomposable local tournaments.
Theorem 4.6. Let D be a strongly connected and round-decomposable local tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices with the round
decomposition R[D1,D2, . . . ,Dp], where p ≥ 3. Let CR be a shortest cycle of length g(D) in R. Then
(a) D has at least n− r + 2 cycles of length r for every g(D)+ 2 ≤ r ≤ n− 1;
(b) D has at least n− g(D) cycles of length g(D)+ 1 ≤ n− 1 with equality if and only if
(i) |V(Di)| = 1 for every component Di ∈ V(CR);
(ii) if Di ∈ V(CR), then D− x is not strong for every vertex x ∈ V(Di);
(iii) if Dj 6∈ V(CR), then |V(Dj)| ≤ g(D).
Proof. Let
CR = D1Dα2Dα3 . . .DαgD1
be a cycle of length g = g(D) in R, where 1 < α2 < α3 < · · · < αg . The cycle CR induces a cycle
C = x1xα2xα3 . . . xαgx1
in D, where xi ∈ V(Di). Note that every vertex v 6∈ V(C) has a positive as well as a negative neighbor on C. Let S be an arbitrary
set of vertices such that v 6∈ V(C) for every vertex v ∈ S. Then all vertices of S can be inserted in C to construct a cycle of length
g(D)+ |S| in D by Lemma 2.2. It follows that there are at least
(
n−g(D)
s
)
cycles of length g(D)+ s in D, where 0 ≤ s ≤ n− g(D).
If 2 ≤ s ≤ n− g(D)− 1, we derive g(D)+ 2 ≤ g(D)+ s = r ≤ n− 1 and(
n− g(D)
s
)
≥ n− g(D) ≥ n− r + 2,
since g(D)+ 2 ≤ r. So (a) is true.
If s = 1, we deduce that D has at least(
n− g(D)
1
)
= n− g(D)
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cycles of length g(D)+ s = g(D)+ 1. Note that all these cycles include at least one vertex of every component Di ∈ V(CR). To
prove (b) assume that one of the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) is not satisfied.
Case 1. Suppose that |V(Di)| ≥ 3 for a component Di of CR. Then the cycle CR induces at least |V(Di)| cycles of length g(D) in D.
Since |V(Di)| − 1 ≤ n− g(D) and |V(Di)| ≥ 3, it follows that there are at least
|V(Di)|(n− g(D)+ 1− |V(Di)|)+
( |V(Di)|
2
)
= n− g(D)+ 1+ (|V(Di)| − 1)(n− g(D)+ 1)− |V(Di)|
2 + |V(Di)|
2
≥ n− g(D)+ 1+ (|V(Di)| − 1)|V(Di)| − |V(Di)|
2 + |V(Di)|
2
= n− g(D)+ 1+ |V(Di)|(|V(Di)| − 3)
2
≥ n− g(D)+ 1
cycles of length g(D)+ 1 in D.
Case 2. Suppose that D− x is strong for a vertex x ∈ V(Di), where Di is a component of CR. Then there exists a cycle of length
g(D)+ 1 in D that includes no vertex of Di. Therefore there are at least n− g(D)+ 1 cycles of length g(D)+ 1 in D.
Case 3. Suppose that |V(Dj)| ≥ g(D) + 1 for a component Dj that is not on CR. Since Dj induces a strong subtournament of D,
the component Dj is vertex pancyclic by Theorem 1.1. In particular there exists a cycle of length g(D)+ 1 in Dj and this cycle
includes no vertex of Di for every component Di of CR. Therefore there are at least n− g(D)+ 1 cycles of length g(D)+ 1 in D.
Assume now that conditions (i)–(iii) are satisfied. In this case the cycle CR induces a unique cycle C of length g(D) in D.
Due to conditions (i)–(iii) there does not exist another cycle of length g(D) in D. Therefore a cycle of length g(D) + 1 in D
consists of all vertices of C and another (arbitrary) vertex of D. It follows that D has exactly n− g(D) cycles of length g(D)+ 1
and the proof of this theorem is complete. 
As an abbreviation we give the following definition.
Definition 4.7. We defineR∗ to be the class of strongly connected and round-decomposable local tournaments that satisfy
conditions (i)–(iii) of Theorem 4.6(b).
The following observations will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.9.
Proposition 4.8. Let T be a strong tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices. Then T has the following properties.
(a) T 6∈ R∗;
(b) If y is a vertex of T such that T − y is strong, then T − y 6∈ R∗.
Proof. Note that (b) is a direct consequence of (a). To prove the latter, assume that T ∈ R∗ is a round-decomposable
tournament with the unique round decomposition R[D1,D2, . . . ,Dp], where p ≥ 3. Note that R is also a strong tournament
and thus, it is vertex pancyclic by Theorem 1.1. Consequently, g(R) = 3 and every vertex Di of R is on a 3-cycle. By the
definition of R∗ (condition (i) of Theorem 4.6(b)), we conclude that |V(Di)| = 1 for every component Di. This means that
T = R. But now the definition ofR∗ (condition (ii) of Theorem 4.6(b)) implies that every vertex of T is a separating vertex.
Using Corollary 1.2, we conclude that n = 3, a contradiction. 
In the next theorem we characterize all local tournaments for which the inequality in Theorem 4.5 is sharp. The proof
follows the ideas of Las Vergnas’ proof for tournaments [8].
Theorem 4.9. Let D be a strong local tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices with at least n + 2 arcs. If D is neither isomorphic to Qn nor
to Q∗5 nor to a member of R∗, then D has at least n− r + 2 cycles of length r for every g(D)+ 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Note that D is vertex g(D) + 1-pancyclic by Theorem 1.13. Furthermore, if D is round-decomposable, it has at least
n− r+ 2 cycles of length r for every g(D)+ 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1 by Theorem 4.6. So we assume for the remaining part of the proof
that D is not round-decomposable. We prove the proposition by induction on n.
Induction basis. Let n = 5. We have to show that D has at least three cycles of length four, in other words, that D has at least
three non-separating vertices. This has been proved in Theorem 3.4.
Inductive step. Let n ≥ 6. Note that D has at least n − (n − 1) + 2 = 3 cycles of length n − 1 by Theorem 3.4. Recall that if
D is not a tournament, it has at least n − 5 ≥ 1 non-separating vertices whose removal yields a strongly connected local
tournament that is neither round-decomposable nor a tournament (cf. Lemma 4.3). If D is a tournament, it has at least three
non-separating vertices by Theorem 3.4. Note that if y is one of these vertices, then D− y 6∈ R∗ by Proposition 4.8.
Now let x be a non-separating vertex that has the above properties.
Case 1: Suppose that D−x is neither isomorphic to Qn−1 nor to Q∗5 . Then, by the induction hypothesis, D−x has (n−1)−r+2 =
n− r + 1 cycles of length r for g(D− x)+ 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 2. Since g(D− x) = g(D) = 3 and D has a cycle of length r through x,
the proof is complete in this case.
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Case 2: Suppose that Case 1 does not hold, but D − x ∼= Qn−1 or D − x ∼= Q∗5 and that D has two cycles of length r through x.
Recall that Qn−1 and Q∗5 have exactly (n− 1)− r + 1 = n− r cycles of length r for 4 ≤ r ≤ n− 2. Then D has n− r + 2 cycles
of length r and the proof of this case is complete.
Case 3: Suppose that neither Case 1 nor Case 2 holds, but D − x ∼= Qn−1 or D − x ∼= Q∗5 and that D has exactly one cycle of
length r through x. We consider two subcases depending on n.
Case 3.1: Suppose that n ≥ 8. If D is not a tournament, it has three vertices u, v,w such that D−u, D−v and D−w are strongly
connected local tournaments that are neither round-decomposable nor tournaments (cf. Lemma 4.3). If D is a tournament,
it has three non-separating vertices u, v,w by Theorem 3.4.
We assume that D − y ∼= Qn−1 for every vertex y ∈ {u, v,w} and that there is exactly one cycle of length r in D through
each of the vertices u, v,w.
Let {y1, y2, . . . , yn−1} be the vertex set of D − u such that yi → yi+1 and yk → yj and let {z1, z2, . . . , zn−1} be the vertex
set of D − v such that zi → zi+1 and zk → zj for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 and 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n − 1 with j 6= k + 1. Note that the only
vertices that belong to exactly one cycle of length r in D − u and D − v are {y1, yn−1} and {z1, zn−1}, respectively. It follows
that {v,w} = {y1, yn−1} and {u,w} = {z1, zn−1}. Let, without loss of generality, y1 = v and yn−1 = w. Since d−(w,D − u) = 1,
it follows that d−(w,D − v) ≤ 2. In addition, since d−(z1,D − v) = n − 3 > 2, it follows that z1 = u and zn−1 = w. Since
d+(y2,D− u) = 1, it follows that d−(y2,D− v) ≤ 2. The latter implies that y2 ∈ {z2, z3}.
Case 3.1.1: Suppose that y2 = z3. Note that v is dominated by V(D) − {u, y2} and dominates y2. It follows that vz3z4 . . . zrz2v
and vz3z4 . . . zr−1z1z2v are two cycles of length r through v, a contradiction.
Case 3.1.2: Suppose that y2 = z2. Note again that v is dominated by V(D) − {u, y2} and dominates y2. Since D is a local
tournament, it follows that z1 = u and v are adjacent. If v is dominated by u, the cycles vz2z3 . . . zr−1z1v and vz2z3 . . . zrv are
two cycles of length r through v, a contradiction. So assume that v dominates u. But then vz1z2 . . . zr−1v and vz2z3 . . . zrv are
two cycles of length r through v, again a contradiction.
Case 3.2: Suppose that n ∈ {6, 7}. We assume that D − x ∼= Qn−1 or D − x ∼= Q∗5 and that there is exactly one cycle of length
r in D through x. Let {y1, y2, . . . , yn−1} be the vertex set of D − x such that yi → yi+1 and yk → yj for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 and
1 ≤ j < k ≤ n− 1 with j 6= k+ 1 (if D− x ∼= Q∗5 , there is no arc between y2 and y4). Since D is strong, the vertex x has at least
one out- and one in-neighbor in D−x. It follows that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that yi → x→ yi+1. By Theorem 3.4
we may assume that r ≤ n− 2. Hence we consider three remaining cases.
Case 3.2.1: Suppose that r = 4 and n = 6. We show that there exist two cycles of length four through x without using the
arc y4y2. Note that the case i = 1 and i = 4 as well as the cases i = 2 and i = 3 are symmetrical.
If i = 1, the cycle xy2y3y1x is a 4-cycle through x. In addition, since {x, y5} → y2, the vertices x and y5 are adjacent. If
x → y5, the cycle xy5y3y1x is a second 4-cycle through x, a contradiction. So assume that y5 → x. Then, since y5 → {x, y3},
the vertices x and y3 are adjacent. If x→ y3, the cycle xy3y4y5x is a second 4-cycle through x, a contradiction. So assume that
y3 → x. Since y3 → {x, y4}, the vertices x and y4 are adjacent. If y4 → x, the cycle xy2y3y4x is a second 4-cycle through x and
if x→ y4, the cycle xy4y5y1x is a second 4-cycle through x, both possibilities are contradictions.
If i = 2, the cycle xy3y1y2x is a 4-cycle through x. In addition, since {x, y5} → y3, the vertices x and y5 are adjacent. If
x→ y5, the cycle xy5y1y2x is a second 4-cycle through x and if y5 → x, the cycle xy3y4y5x is a second 4-cycle through x, both
possibilities are contradictions.
If i = 5, there is an arc between x and each of the vertices yj for j = 2, 3, 4, since {x, y3, y4} → y1 and y5 → {x, y2}. If
x→ {y2, y3, y4} or if {y2, y3, y4} → x, the local tournament D is isomorphic to Q6, a contradiction. If y4 → x→ {y2, y3} or if
{y3, y4} → x→ y2, the cycle xy2y3y4x is a 4-cycle through x. A second cycle of length four is given by xy3y4y5x and xy1y2y3x,
respectively, again a contradiction. Since we have now considered all possible cases, the proof of Case 3.2.1 is complete.
Case 3.2.2: Suppose that r = 4 and n = 7. Note that the cases i = 1 and i = 5 are symmetrical.
If 2 ≤ i ≤ 4, the cycles xyi+1yi−1yix and xyi+1yi+2yix are two cycles of length four through x, a contradiction.
If i = 1, the cycle xy2y3y1x is a 4-cycle through x. In addition, since {x, y4} → y2, the vertices x and y4 are adjacent. If
x→ y4, the cycle xy4y5y1x is a second 4-cycle through x and if y4 → x, the cycle xy2y3y4x is a second 4-cycle through x, both
possibilities are contradictions.
If i = 6, there is an arc between x and each of the vertices yj for j = 2, 3, 4, 5, since {x, y4, y5} → y1 and y6 → {x, y2, y3}.
If x→ {y2, y3, y4, y5} or if {y2, y3, y4, y5} → x, the digraph D is isomorphic to Q7, a contradiction. If y5 → x→ {y2, y3, y4}, the
cycles xy3y4y5x and xy4y5y6x are two cycles of length four through x; if {y3, y4, y5} → x→ y2, the cycles xy2y3y4x and xy1y2y3x
are two cycles of length four through x; and if {y4, y5} → x → {y2, y3}, the cycles xy2y3y4x and xy3y4y5x are two cycles of
length four through x. Thus, all three possibilities yield a contradiction. Since we have now considered all possible cases, the
proof of Case 3.2.2 is complete.
Case 3.2.3: Suppose that r = 5 and n = 7. Note that the cases i = 1 and i = 5 are symmetrical.
If i = 1, the cycle xy2y3y4y1x is a 5-cycle through x. In addition, since {x, y5} → y2, the vertices x and y5 are adjacent. If
y5 → x, the cycle xy2y3y4y5x is a second 5-cycle through x and if x→ y5, the cycle xy5y3y4y1x is a second 5-cycle through x.
Both possibilities yield a contradiction.
If i = 2, the cycles xy3y4y1y2x and xy3y4y5y2x are two cycles of length five through x, a contradiction.
If i ∈ {3, 4}, the cycles xyi+1yi−2yi−1yix and xyi+1yi+2yi−1yix are two cycles of length five through x, a contradiction.
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If i = 6, there is an arc between x and each of the vertices yj for j = 2, 3, 4, 5, since {x, y4, y5} → y1 and y6 → {x, y2, y3}.
If x → {y2, y3, y4, y5} or if {y2, y3, y4, y5} → x, the local tournament D is isomorphic to Q7, a contradiction. If y5 → x →
{y2, y3, y4} or if {y4, y5} → x → {y2, y3}, the cycles xy2y3y4y5x and xy3y4y5y6x are two cycles of length five through x, a
contradiction. If {y3, y4, y5} → x → y2, the cycles xy2y3y4y5x and xy1y2y3y4x are two cycles of length five through x, again
a contradiction. Since we have now considered all possible cases, the proof of Case 3.2.3 and therefore the proof of this
theorem is complete. 
We would like to add the following remark.
Remark 4.10. Let D be a strong local tournament that is not round-decomposable and not a tournament. If D does not fulfill
the conclusion of Theorem 4.9, then D is isomorphic to Q∗5 .
As a corollary of Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 we derive Theorem 1.9.
Corollary 4.11 (Las Vergnas [8] 1975). Let T be a strong tournament on n ≥ 5 vertices. Then T has at least n − r + 2 cycles of
length r for every 4 ≤ r ≤ n− 1 unless T is isomorphic to Qn.
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